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Abstract

Each year, nearly 4 million dogs will enter one of over 13,000 animal shelters operating in the United States. We review programmes implemented at shelters aimed at increasing the likelihood of adoption. The morphology of shelter dogs plays a large role in in-kennel adopter selection, but their behaviour is also influential in out-of-kennel adopter interactions. Previous studies suggest that dogs have the ability to readily learn new behaviours at the shelter, and programmes designed to improve behaviour of the dogs can increase adoption rates. Whilst human interaction has been well-established to improve behavioural and physiological outcomes of dogs living in shelters, analysis of the effects of sensory, environmental, and social-conspecific enrichment has not resulted in clear conclusions. We also review the literature on the relinquishment of owned dogs and return rates of previously adopted dogs. Whilst owner- and dog-related risks to relinquishment are discussed, we show that there is a notable lack of research into programmes that address issues that may prevent the initial surrender of dogs to shelters, or that could prevent re-relinquishment. It is likely that factors, unrelated to the dog, play a larger role than previously believed. Suggestions for further research include multi-site studies, investigations into the efficacy of in-shelter enrichment programmes, predictive validity of behavioural assessments, understanding of adopter behaviour at the shelter, and programmes within the community focused on keeping dogs in their homes.
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Introduction

The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) estimates that over 13,000 animal shelters operate in the United States. Each year, nearly 4 million dogs will enter one of these shelters (ASPCA 2016). Recent survey data from the American Pet Products Association (APPA) indicate that 54 million homes in the United States have a dog, with 78 million dogs living in human households (APPA 2016), approximately 20% of which were adopted from shelters (Campbell 2012). The number of dogs living in the US is comparable to that of Europe, where more than 80 million dogs live in over 20% of the region’s households (The European Pet food Industry Federation [FEDIAF] 2014). The percentage of the US population that is dog-owning has remained relatively stable for the last twenty-five years (Scarlett 2013).

Dogs may arrive at the animal shelter in one of four ways: i) surrendered by their owners; ii) as strays; iii) returned to the shelter after adoption; or iv) confiscated as part of cruelty and criminal cases. Results from the National Council on Pet Population Study and Policy’s survey of 4,700 United States shelters from 1994–1995 indicate that close to 30% of dogs that entered shelters did so as owner-surrenders (Zawistowski et al 1998). This complements more recent statistics from the ASPCA that finds twice as many dogs enter shelters as strays rather than as relinquishments by their owner (ASPCA 2016).

However, findings from a 2010 census from the United Kingdom suggest that the number of owner-surrendered dogs may be nearer to 50% of that country’s shelter dogs (Stavisky et al 2012) while in Australia that number is only 15% (Marston et al 2004). A majority of owner-surrendered dogs are young, intact and not purebred (New et al 2000). In Patronek et al (1997), dogs relinquished to the shelter accounted for nearly 4% of the canine population in the community with authors noting that owners likely under-reported surrendering their pets when questioned.

Dogs entering as strays compose 53–83% of shelter canine populations (Wenstrup & Dowidchuk 1999; Lepper et al 2002; Marston et al 2004; Protopopova et al 2012). In a 2009 study investigating microchip prevalence in United States animal shelters, 58% of microchipped dogs arrived as strays. Of those dogs, 52% were returned to their owners compared to 22% of the shelters’ total stray dog population (Lord et al 2009). Overall, dogs that come into shelters but then are reunited with their owners make up 13–23% the shelter dog population, with older dogs having higher rates of being reclaimed than those under six months of age (Zawistowski et al 1998; Wenstrup & Dowidchuk 1999; Bartlett et al 2005). Calculations about the number of dogs returned to owners, however, are often based on total dogs received at the shelter and not solely on stray intakes.
A small portion of dogs in animal shelters are owner confiscations due to abuse or neglect (McMillan et al. 2015). Such cases are uncommon and, as such, it is difficult to determine prevalence on a national scale as they are often included in multi-use (‘other’) categories that do not provide for a detailed breakdown. From regional studies, Protopopova et al. (2012) found that confiscated dogs comprised approximately 10% of the shelter dog population at a Florida municipal shelter. A collective confiscate percentage at four shelters in Massachusetts over a two-and-a-half year period was 3% (Dowling-Guyer et al. 2011) while dogs held under legal order in Australia made up only 1% of admissions (Marston et al. 2004).

The majority of dogs living in animal shelters are under two-years old (Patronek et al. 1995; Bollen & Horowitz 2008; Protopopova et al. 2014; Barnard et al. 2015), although their exact ages are often difficult to determine. In an attempt to describe shelter dogs, researchers have often identified the prevalence of certain breeds in these facilities to understand demographics of the shelter dog population and often various aspects of their adoption success. However, breed assignment performed at animal shelters is often based on visual appearance; and this method has been found to be an inconsistent and unreliable means of identification (Voith et al. 2009; Olson et al. 2015).

Instead, genetic canine heritage testing may be more accurately describe the breeds present in today’s shelter dogs and allow us to better infer the influence of breed on outcomes, however the majority of shelter dogs may be mixed breed with only a small percentage of purebreds (Barnard et al. 2015). In a study of over nine hundred shelter dogs at two US shelters, using the MARS Wisdom Panel, only 3–8% of dogs were purebreds and the majority of dogs had more than two breeds identified. While dogs having a pit-bull-type or Chihuahua comprised roughly 50% of the population at both shelters, the remaining dogs consisted solely of other breeds. In total, 125 single-breed populations were identified with Labrador Retrievers comprising a very small proportion. With the MARS Wisdom Panel product used in this study, DNA is extracted from the buccal cells and typed at 321 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) across the canine genome (Gunter et al. in prep).

Whilst almost one-and-a-half million dogs entering US shelters will find homes, over 30% will ultimately be euthanased (ASPCA 2016). Without a national database that collects this information, these numbers will continue to be approximations and not take into account reasons for euthanasia (ie medical, behavioural, kennel space). Thus far, however, researchers have identified dogs surrendered to the shelter by their owners to be at higher risk for euthanasia (Houpt et al. 1996; Zawistowski et al. 1998).

Bartlett et al. (2005) calculated that a 40% euthanasia rate at shelters in Michigan equated to roughly 3% of the dog population, and Patronek and Glickman (1994) arrived at similar percentages for Washington and Iowa. Whilst the national dog population model developed by Patronek and Glickman predicts a higher euthanasia rate than is cited by more recent statistics from the ASPCA (2016), shelter euthanasia continues to be the leading cause of canine death in the United States (Olson et al. 1991). In an effort to reduce the number of healthy dogs dying in animal shelters, understanding the efficacy of interventions that reduce the number of dogs arriving at animal shelters and increase those leaving alive are the foci of this paper.

Increasing adoption rates

Extensive research suggests that adopters select shelter dogs based on their morphology, background, and behaviour. The following section discusses these variables as predictors of adoption. In the behavioural literature, we focus on a growing and promising area of research in the training of shelter dogs to behave attractively in the shelter in order to increase their likelihood of adoption.

Predictors of adoption

Several studies have attempted to answer the question of what makes a dog attractive to adopters. Wells and Hepper (1992) found that participants in Northern Ireland reported that the temperament of shelter dogs was the most important variable they would consider when asked to imagine adopting a dog. However, extensive research has now shown, through retrospective and correlational studies, that the morphology of the dog is highly important to actual adopters. In fact, appearance was the single most important reason adopters provided as to why they choose a specific dog (Weiss et al. 2012), and photographs of adopted dogs were rated as more attractive than euthanased dogs by potential adopters (Protopopova et al. 2012).

Specifically, more adopted dogs have been shown to be light than dark-coloured (eg Posage et al. 1998; Lepper et al. 2002), long-haired than short-haired (eg Wells & Hepper 1992; Siettou et al. 2014), young than old (eg Lepper et al. 2002; Cleverger & Kass 2003; Normando et al. 2006; Brown et al. 2013; Siettou et al. 2014; Žak et al. 2015), smaller than medium-sized (eg Lepper et al. 2002; Protopopova et al. 2012; Brown et al. 2013; Siettou et al. 2014; Žak et al. 2015), and were of toy breed-type (eg Cleverger & Kass 2003; Protopopova et al. 2012; Brown et al. 2013). Neuter status has also been found to influence adoption likelihood (eg Lepper et al. 2002; Cleverger & Kass 2003) but, as most shelters mandate spay and neuter prior to adoption, this variable is, perhaps, less pertinent than previously. A review of literature by Brown et al. (2013) showed that the most widely reported morphological variables to consistently influence length of stay at the shelter were age, size, and breed of the dog. Interestingly, more paedomorphic features in the face of dogs in a shelter in the UK increased the likelihood of adoption (Waller et al. 2013). Kennels of dogs with preferred morphologies (ie puppies, long-coated dogs, small dogs, and certain breeds) in Florida were visited 30% times more frequently than other dogs and had a nine times higher frequency of being taken out of their kennel for further inspection by shelter visitors (Protopopova & Wynne 2016).
Aside from the morphological features of the dog, certain aspects of information on the kennel may influence adopter decisions. For example, correlational and questionnaire studies have found that adopters prefer a dog labelled as an owner-surrender rather than a stray (Wells & Hepper 1992; Protopopova et al 2012). However, as noted above, euthanasia rates are actually higher for owner-surrendered dogs compared to strays in the US (Houp et al 1996; Zawistowski et al 1998). Furthermore, the breed label on the kennel card has a large impact on adopters. Gunter et al (2016) found that dogs that were labelled as pit-bull-type breeds had three times the lengths of stay of dogs that looked similar but were labelled another breed. When breed labels were removed from kennel cards at a Florida shelter, adoptions significantly increased for dogs that would have been previously labelled as pit-bull-type breeds, without any decline in adoptions of other breeds (Gunter et al 2016).

The contents of the kennel have been hypothesised to affect adoption rates. Wells and Hepper (1992) found that people preferred photographs of shelter dogs that had a clean cage; and Lampe and Witte (2014) found that high quality photographs, taken outdoors, with the dog standing up and making eye contact, were negatively correlated with time to adoption. However, a study using survival analyses found that when all morphological and behavioural variables were accounted for, cleanliness of the kennel did not predict time to adoption (Protopopova et al 2014). Similarly, the presence of toys in the kennel has not been shown unequivocally to improve adoption. Whilst Wells and Hepper (1992) showed that people preferred photographs of dogs with a toy, and more dogs were adopted during a time-period in which toys were placed in the kennel compared to the previous year (Wells & Hepper 2000b), Luescher and Medlock (2009) did not find an effect of the presence of toys on adoption rates. Furthermore, placing other potentially attractive items around the kennel, namely plastic plants and colourful kennel cards, also did not influence adoption rates (Luescher & Medlock 2009).

Few studies have attempted to understand whether the behaviour of shelter dogs while kennelled predicts adoption (Wells & Hepper 1992; Weiss et al 2012; Protopopova et al 2014; Protopopova & Wynne 2014). Wells and Hepper (1992) found that photographs of dogs that were depicted as not barking and being in the front of the kennel were rated as more adoptable. In an observational study, Protopopova et al (2014) assessed whether any behaviours exhibited by the dogs inside the kennel predicted time to adoption. These findings showed that increased locomotion in the kennel, rubbing or leaning on the walls, and facing backward extended the dogs’ length of stay at the shelter. Surprisingly, barking, jumping, and sitting (behaviours that are typically assumed to be important to adopters) did not influence length of stay. Adopters have been found to spend very little time observing the dogs available for adoption, stopping to look at approximately one-third of the kennels (Wells & Hepper 2001; Protopopova & Wynne 2016). Once stopped, adopters only spend approximately 15–70 s observing and interacting with the dogs (Wells & Hepper 2001; Protopopova & Wynne 2016).

Once the potential adopter indicates his or her interest in a certain kennelled dog, many shelters allow the adopters to interact further with the dogs outside the kennel. Weiss et al (2012) found that adopters reported that dogs approached and greeted, licked, jumped on, and wagged their tails during their first meeting. The authors suggested that these behaviours might have influenced adopters’ choices. In an observational study, Protopopova and Wynne (2014) found that dogs that spent more time lying down next to and not ignoring play initiations from a potential adopter significantly increased their likelihood of adoption. A large proportion of adopters justified their selection of the dog by explaining that the dog displayed ‘calmness’, ‘friendliness’ and ‘playfulness’ during the interaction. Also, a majority of adopters justified not adopting a dog by explaining that the dog was too active and insufficiently attentive (Protopopova & Wynne 2014). The desire to be around and interact with people may be seen as the most valued aspect of pet dogs, but dogs do not have long to impress potential adopters. On average, a potential adopter only interacted with the dog for 8 min prior to making a decision (Protopopova & Wynne 2014). While morphology plays a significant role in the choice of dog during the initial in-kennel selection, behaviour becomes especially important during the secondary out-of-kennel selection process.

**Behavioural interventions**

A large number of studies have evaluated the effect of various environmental and social enrichment programmes on the behaviour of shelter dogs (see reviews by Wells 2004 and Taylor & Mills 2007). While the goal of enrichment programmes is to improve the well-being of shelter dogs while kennelled, an additional benefit may be an increase in behaviours which are correlated with higher adoptions. Thus, enrichment programmes may indirectly alter adoption rates through changing the dogs’ behaviour.

Object enrichment, such as beds and toys, have been evaluated as tools to improve kennelled dog behaviour. Placing a dog bed in the front of the kennel resulted in more time spent in that location (Wells & Hepper 2000b), suggesting that this alteration could influence adoption rates (Wells & Hepper 1992, 2000b). Food toys in the kennel can increase activity levels (Hubrecht 1993; Schipper et al 2008), but reduce locomotion (Hubrecht 1993) and barking (Schipper et al 2008). Other non-edible and non-destructible toys do not seem to alter behaviour as dogs, by and large, ignore these objects (Wells 2004; Pullen et al 2010, 2012). It is not yet entirely clear how such objects could affect dog behaviour and adopter choice. Whilst an increase in the time in the front of the kennel is likely to increase adoptions, a bed may encourage facing backward and low overall alertness, which may impede adoption. Toys, while reducing undesirable locomotion, may also discourage the dogs from paying attention to potential adopters (ie facing forward).
Sensory enrichment in the form of music or odours was found to have some effects on shelter dog behaviour. Graham et al. (2005) found that dogs exposed to chamomile and lavender odours spent more time resting with less time moving and vocalising. However, when exposed to rosemary and peppermint, dogs spent more time standing, sitting, and moving. Shelter dogs exposed to a dog-appeasing pheromone diffuser exhibited a short-term reduction in barking and an overall increase in resting and sniffing (Tod et al. 2005). However, a pheromone solution sprayed into smaller cages increased alertness and visual exploration (Siracusa et al. 2010) and a pheromone collar did not affect behaviour of dogs housed long-term and exhibiting repetitive behaviours (Grigg & Piehler 2015).

Wells et al. (2002) and Kogan et al. (2012) found that classical music, but not heavy metal, increased time spent sleeping and reduced barking. Recently Brayley and Montrose (2016) found that an audiobook intervention (a recording of a book read by a person) played for 2 h in shelter kennels reduced dogs’ vocalisations and increased resting time over and above classical music. Much more research on the effect (and the magnitude of effect) of sensory enrichment for shelter dogs is needed prior to an establishment of guidelines for shelters, and especially how these interventions alter behaviour, which is ultimately important to adopters (Wells 2009).

As dogs are a social species displaying complex social behaviour, enrichment programmes involving conspecific contact have been widely investigated. Wells and Hepper (1998) found that shelter dogs with visual access to conspecífics preferred the front of their cages versus dogs that had no visual access. However, the authors did not find a significant difference in activity or vocalisations in the two groups. A consistent finding is that group housing reduces repetitive or problem behaviour in kennelled dogs (Hetts et al. 1992; Hubrecht et al. 1992; Hubrecht 1993; Mertens & Unshelm 1996; Beerra et al. 1999, 2000; but see Clark et al. 1997 for no effect of group exercise on abnormal behaviour).

It is unclear how social isolation affects locomotor activity: Hetts et al. (1992) found that beagles that lived in social isolation spent more time moving, vocalising, and engaging in stereotypy. Similarly, higher locomotor activity in beagles was found in the most austere housing condition (Beerra et al. 2000) and when housed alone in small cages (Hughes & Campbell 1990). When a conspecífic was removed from pair-housing, the remaining dog showed an increase in activity (Walker et al. 2014). However, Beerra et al. (1999) found that locomotor activity was higher in group-housed beagles (also see Hubrecht et al. 1992). It is also not clear how the size of the pen affects adoptable behaviour of the dogs.

Consistent with the findings of Hubrecht et al. (1992), Hetts et al. (1992) found that the size of the pen did not significantly affect the dogs’ behaviour; however, a more recent study by Normando et al. (2014) reported increased activity, social interaction, exploration, and vocalisation when dogs were moved from smaller to larger enclosures. It is possible that large differences in enclosure sizes might have an effect on behaviour, but small-scale changes do not (as discussed in Taylor & Mills 2007). It is also possible that activity levels may be bimodally distributed — increasing in the most austere conditions (correlating with increased incidence of stereotypy) and also in the most enriched environments (during social play with conspecífics; as also discussed in Taylor & Mills 2007).

Human interaction has been shown to improve the quality of life in shelter dogs by reducing behavioural and physiological measures of stress (Hennessy et al. 1997, 1998, 2006; Coppola et al. 2006; Valsecchi et al. 2007; Bergamasco et al. 2010; Menor-Campos et al. 2011; Shiverdecker et al. 2013; Cafazzo et al. 2014). However, the effects of human interaction on adoptable behaviour of shelter dogs have not been widely investigated. Seeing visitors approach the kennel resulted in higher activity and approach behaviour (Wells & Hepper 2000b; Arhant & Troxler 2014; Protopopova et al. 2014), which may have both positive and negative effects on adoption as coming to the front of the kennel and facing forward was correlated with fewer days to adoption, but increased activity (back and forth motion) had the opposite effect (Protopopova et al. 2014). Direct human interaction has been found to affect various behaviours that may be indicative of improved well-being (Shiverdecker et al. 2013) and affected some behaviours that have been implicated in affecting time to adoption (Normando et al. 2009; Protopopova et al. submitted).

Shelter dogs that had 15 min of human interaction per week for approximately five weeks spent more time in the front of the cage (Normando et al. 2009) and daily 15-min calm interactions, achieved by passively reading and not interacting in a quiet room, resulted in overall decreases in in-kennel behaviours predictive of lower adoption rates (Protopopova et al. submitted).

Previous research has shown that dogs housed in animal shelters are capable of learning new behaviours and inhibiting problem behaviour. Thorn et al. (2006) evaluated the ability of shelter dogs to learn to respond to a ‘sit’ command. The authors found that shelter dogs were able to learn the command and retain it for at least two days. Steiss et al. (2007) determined that in only three days of administering positive punishment to shelter dogs (via a citronella spray bark collar and a shock bark collar) for 30 min each day, barking was virtually eliminated, with no effects on plasma cortisol and activity levels. Recently, Protopopova and Wynne (2015) showed that a simple pairing of a person with food elicited behaviour, previously implicated in a decreased length of stay, from kennelled dogs. When an experimenter rang a bell and tossed treats into kennels as she walked by, the dogs spent more time in the front of the kennel, facing forward, and not barking. In fact, this simple procedure resulted in a 68% decrease in the number of dogs behaving undesirably (staying in the back of the kennel, facing backwards, engaging in locomotion, rubbing their body on the kennel wall, and barking) in the kennel (Protopopova & Wynne 2015). However, a follow-up evaluation of the use of this pairing procedure, while improving in-kennel adoptive behaviour of dogs, did not result in altered shelter visitor behaviour (such as asking to take the
dog out of the kennel for further inspection during their decision to adopt) towards the trained dogs compared to the dogs in the control condition (Protopopova & Wynne 2016). Several authors have attempted to directly alter adoption rates through human interaction with the dogs. Braun (2011) reported anecdotal evidence that an unsystematic volunteer training programme in an animal shelter in Austria decreased length of stay of dogs at a shelter. Luescher and Medlock (2009) reported that obedience training at a shelter in Indiana, USA had positive effects on adoption rates. Trained dogs were 1.4 times more likely to be adopted than dogs in the control group when taking into account certain individual qualities of the dogs (ie age, adult size, behaviour with dogs). However, the intervention consisted of a professional trainer training a multitude of different behaviours, which makes this intervention difficult to replicate. Protopopova et al (2012) conducted a study as an extension of Luescher and Medlock (2009) in which shelter dogs in Florida were trained to perform a social behaviour, gazing into the eyes of adopters, to evaluate the effect of this social training on adoption rates. Although the experimental manipulation did increase gazing towards experimenters in the dogs in the training group, this did not significantly increase adoption rates. Herron et al (2014a) trained dogs at a municipal shelter in Ohio, USA to approach the front of the kennel, to sit or lie down, and to remain quiet. While the training was effective at increasing some of the target behaviours, no effect on adoption was found.

More recently, Protopopova et al (2016) utilised prior research that showed that dogs that lay down next to and played with potential adopters were more likely to be adopted (Protopopova et al 2014) to develop a behavioural programme aiming to increase adoption in a Florida county shelter. Potential adopters, who indicated that they wanted to interact with a dog, were subjected to a structured intervention. To encourage play, the dog’s preferred toy was made available, and the experimenter modelled appropriate play with the dog. After play, the experimenter restricted the dog’s movement through the use of a short leash and reinforced lying down next to the adopter. Furthermore, all experimental sessions were conducted in a smaller area to further encourage these behaviours. This multi-component programme resulted in dogs engaging in higher rates of social play and lying down in proximity, and lower rates of independent play away from the potential adopter compared to a control group of dogs (in which no structure was given to the interactions between the dogs and the potential adopters). Dogs in the experimental group were 2.5 times more likely to be adopted than dogs in the control group.

**Decreasing relinquishment and return rates**

The previous section discussed strategies that impact the number of dogs leaving shelters, but improved understanding of relinquished dogs, their owners, and motivations for relinquishment is needed to effectively address the causes of dog abandonment. This type of information will aid in the creation and assessment of programmes that successfully reduce the flow of dogs entering shelters and keep shelter dogs in their adoptive homes.

**Reasons for relinquishment**


Comparing the characteristics of dogs relinquished to shelters with those of owned dogs in homes, these shelter dogs were often under the age of two; in fact, as dogs increased in age, their chances of relinquishment were reduced. The same relationship was seen with length of ownership (New et al 2000). Diesel et al (2010) found that 65% of dogs surrendered to Dogs Trust animal shelters in the UK were three years old and younger with nearly a similar percentage owned for less than a year. According to New et al (2000), purebreds in the US were more often in owned homes, and relinquished dogs, in general, were most commonly obtained from friends and animal shelters. House soiling, destruction, hyperactivity, and fear issues were more prevalent in relinquished dogs than dogs not relinquished. This suggests that follow-up support for owners when the human-animal bond is newly formed and likely at its most vulnerable, particularly with adolescent dogs, may reduce the probability of relinquishment.

New et al (2000) found that owners of relinquished pets in regions across the US tended to be under 50 years of age with a trend of decreasing incidence of surrender with increasing age. Not seeking out veterinary services, unmet expectations, and lack of participation in obedience classes were the owner behaviours most strongly associated with surrender (Patronek et al 1996). In Salman et al (1998), relinquished dogs more often had been trained by the owner only, had not attended obedience classes or received other forms of professional training advice. Owners of these surrendered dogs were often white with no observed income-to-relinquishment relationship. However, without a comparison groups of owned dogs in this study, it’s difficult to determine if these are indeed statistically significant risk factors or simply characteristics of the dog-owning population. In a study that surveyed owners relinquishing their pets to animal shelters, Salman et al (1998) found that housing challenges, non-aggressive problem behaviour, and lifestyle complications represented the largest proportion of reasons given. Similarly, Weiss et al (2014) found that personal, moving, and landlord issues were much more frequently cited by owners in two cities in the eastern United States as reasons for surrender than behaviour and health concerns. Moving was most often provided as the reason for relinquishment, with housing restrictions commonly indicated as additional grounds (New et al 1999).

Shore et al (2003) reported that 85% of pet owners designated moving as their primary motivation for surrender, with 70% indicating that there was no secondary reason (such as...
behaviour) behind the decision. When Marston et al. (2004) asked Australian owners for their relinquishment reasons, factors pertaining to the owner and not the dog comprised the majority of reasons, with housing issues again topping the list. In Vučinić et al. (2009), owners in Belgrade, Serbia that surrendered their dogs for adoption most often gave reasons related to finances. Diesel et al. (2010) found that while problematic behaviour and other behaviour-related reasons were indicated in at least 35% of owner surrenders in the UK, the majority of reported reasons were housing, personal issues, and situations unrelated to the dog. Kim et al. (2010) failed to find a relationship between presence of behavioural problems and owner relinquishment in Korea. While a quarter of US adoption owners reported observing the problematic behaviour within the first month of adoption (compared to 67% of owners who kept their dogs). Similar to New et al. (2000), the most common behavioural issues were fearfulness and hyperactivity. Interestingly, Mondelli et al. (2004) found that only 20% of new owners in Italy whose dogs were previously adopted and then returned to the shelter reported the same behavioural problem as the original owner. In Duffy et al. (2014), only three behavioural problems reported by relinquishing owners were positively correlated with observations of the same behaviour in the new home. In a study carried out in the UK by Stephen and Ledger (2007), fewer than half of the problem behaviours indicated by relinquishing owners were observed by the new adopter (with one-third of those being related to the veterinarian), indicating that these differences could be related to the inaccuracy of owner reports (Segurson et al. 2005), that perceptions of behavioural problems may differ amongst owners, or some behaviours may simply be related to the environment in which the animal is living.

Dogs are returned to the shelter for similar reasons that cause initial surrender. In both the US and Italy, the vast majority of returned dogs are under two years of age (Mondelli et al. 2004; Shore 2005). Housing and personal issues combined are most often given by owners as reasons for re-relinquishment, followed by behavioural problems unrelated to aggression and then failure to co-habitate successfully with other pets and people, which can include aggression (Mondelli et al. 2004). In Shore (2005), problem behaviours that did not include aggression were provided most frequently by surrendering owners in the US, but issues with other pets, children and human aggression (albeit in only three cases) were, in total, given nearly as often, followed closely by housing and lifestyle reasons. Over half of surrendering adopters were uncertain or did not plan to adopt another dog in the future (Shore 2005), suggesting how influential adoption failure may be in future obtainment decisions.

Interventions to prevent dogs from entering or returning to shelters

As identified by a recent review by Coe et al. (2014), nearly three-quarters of the research on relinquishment, primarily conducted in the US and Europe, has examined the reasons why owners surrender their pets. Conversely, only 15% has directly investigated interventions designed to abate owner relinquishment. Despite the paucity of attention prevention has received, we believe that designing programmes based on factors influencing pet relinquishment and evaluating their efficacy is a logical next step in reducing pet abandonment. Given that the largest proportion of dogs in shelters are strays, encouraging owners to use a personalised tag or microchip for identification may increase the likelihood that the owner will be reunited with their dog and reduce the possibility that the dog will enter the shelter. Weiss et al. (2011) found that placing collars and identification tags on pets during veterinary visits resulted in higher usage by owners with a nearly 70% change in collar and tag wearing pre- and post-intervention. Fifty percent of animals that were lost during the study (ten dogs and cats) were found because of tag identification. Studies from the US, Australia, and Serbia have found that animals that had updated and correct information on their microchips also had higher reclaim rates (Lord et al. 2009; Lancaster et al. 2010; Protopopova and Gunter 2014).
As suggested by Lord et al. (2009), having shelters and clinics register owner information at the time of implantation (rather than the owner registering after adoption or veterinary visit) would reduce the number of animals with unregistered microchips. Sending reminders to owners to maintain up-to-date contact information along with the development of a centralised microchip database would likely further improve recovery. Interventions that target other perceived components of responsible ownership may also prove to be effective in addressing abandonment. Scarlett and Johnston (2012) investigated the impact of a subsidised spay/neuter clinic on a North Carolina shelter’s animal intake and euthanasia. While the number of dogs euthanased at the shelter declined, the researchers found that the percentage of dogs taken in by the shelter that were ultimately euthanased did not. Similar results were seen by White et al. (2010) where a sterilisation programme did not decrease the intake of dogs into the shelter or euthanasia rates. Yet the authors did find that a spay/neuter programme in Austin, Texas that targeted specific areas of the city for such services did slow the rates of intake and euthanasia from those areas compared to control areas. Considering the relationship between frequency of veterinary care and likelihood of relinquishment (Patronek et al. 1996), providing free or subsidised health services may address cost-related factors of this owner-related risk. Additionally, it may create a known point-of-contact with owners where they could also receive qualified behavioural advice about issues the owner and dog are currently experiencing, which both have been identified as opportunities to improve owner retention (Weiss et al. 2014; Dolan et al. 2015).

Providing one-size-fits-all educational interventions in an effort to reduce relinquishment has been met with mixed success. In Weng et al. (2006), Taiwanese owners were given written materials about pet care, methods to reduce unwanted behaviour, and the benefits of sterilisation. In follow-up phone interviews, researchers found that while most owners used the materials provided, they returned their dogs more often in the first four months of ownership than those in the control group (a trend that reversed after four months). Similarly, in Herron et al. (2014b), adopters at an Ohio shelter were provided with 5 min of counselling, written materials, and a food-dispensing toy at the time of adoption to prevent the development of separation anxiety in the home. While the dogs were not selected because of separation-related problem behaviours that were identified, it has been suggested that shelter dogs may be predisposed to the behaviour (Flannigan & Dodman 2001). The authors found that while owners in the intervention likely complied with recommendations (particularly in regards to providing a food-dispensing toy upon departure), group assignment did not affect the presence of separation-related problem behaviour in adopted dogs. Additionally, in a study investigating the impact of a behavioural intervention on owner attachment and relinquishment, owners that were emailed advice about the benefits of walking and recommendations on how to improve leash walking along with in-person training walks were just as likely to keep their dogs as owners that received general adoption information (Gunter et al. in press). Similarly, adopters in Kogan et al. (2000) did not utilise training resources despite their cost-free accessibility.

Conversely, when new owners were provided with 5 min of house-training counselling during adoption, significantly more owners perceived house-training success one-month post-adoption than owners who did not receive such information. Differences in the use of verbal punishment and enzymatic cleaners were also reported. However, only four dogs were relinquished at the time of the follow-up surveys, and only one was relinquished because of elimination problems (Herron et al. 2007). Given the high rate of success in the study’s intervention and control groups (98 and 86%, respectively) coupled with the low incidence of return for this behaviour, it seems likely that relatively straightforward problem behaviours like house-soiling may benefit from inclusion in the adoption conversation whereas more complex behavioural issues, like separation anxiety, may not respond to such general behaviour advice.

Training classes have been shown to have some effect on owner retention, dependent on the age of the dog. In Duxbury et al. (2003), adopters of puppies that attended socialisation classes from the shelter in which they adopted relinquished less frequently than owners that had attended socialisation classes elsewhere or did not attend any classes. However, no difference was observed in retention when dogs attended training classes after four months of age. It has been suggested that punitive methods of dog training may be involved in higher incidents of problem behaviour and subsequent relinquishment (Hiby et al. 2004; Herron et al. 2009; Arhant et al. 2010), but the direct effect of these methods on rates of retention and surrender remains largely unexplored. Gazzano et al. (2008) found that behaviour and training information provided by a veterinary behaviourist to Italian owners of puppies (at an average age of five months) resulted in their owners reporting undesirable behaviours such as house-soiling, mouthing, as well as aggression to people and dogs less often at the puppy’s one-year vaccination visit. While the researchers did not include information about owner retention, it does suggest, when taken together with the findings from Duxbury et al. (2003), that receiving expert, relevant advice during an influential period of a young dog’s life may be beneficial to owners and could impact future relinquishment.

Focusing on in-shelter interventions, Bollen and Horowitz (2008) implemented a behavioural assessment (Assess-a-Pet; Sternberg 2002) to identify dogs that displayed aggression and recorded the outcomes of these dogs at a New England animal shelter. The premise of standardised behavioural screening in shelters is that dogs that do not aggress during these assessments are safer to adopt to the public, resulting in more successful adoptions and fewer returns. During the study’s two-year span, nearly 40% of dogs failed the behavioural assessment (796 dogs), and 95% of those dogs were euthanased. Dogs that displayed stiffening or minor growling during one component of the shelter assessment were more likely to be returned for...
behavioral problems in the home than dogs that did not show any such behaviour during the assessment. Ninety percent of dogs that aggressed in the relinquisher’s home prior to relinquishment showed aggression when assessed at the shelter; however, the evaluator was aware of the dog’s history prior to conducting the assessment. The authors note that because dogs that failed the evaluation were most often not placed in new homes (95%), the ability of the assessment to effectively predict future aggressive behaviour was not possible. Overall, the researchers found that during the period behavioural assessments were conducted, the return rate decreased by 25% with returns specifically for aggression falling from 5 to 3.5%.

More recent studies (Mohan-Gibbons et al 2012; Marder et al 2013) have attempted to answer the question of predictive validity of shelter assessments (with the Safety Assessment to Evaluate Rehoming [SAFER] and Match-Up II Shelter Dog Rehoming Program, respectively), specifically concerning the behaviour of the dog guarding its food. Of sixty dogs which guarded their food while at the shelter and whose new owners were contacted post-adoption, only 13% displayed aggression or concerning behaviour around food or toys at least once during the three-month follow-up period (Mohan-Gibbons et al 2012). Six dogs from the study were returned, but none of the owners indicated aggression with food or toys as the reason for relinquishment. In Marder et al (2013), 55% of dogs that displayed food aggression in the shelter continued to do so after adoption, whereas 22% that were not food aggressive did go on to aggress over food or food items in the home. This resulted in a 4.31 times greater likelihood of dogs displaying aggression in the home after having done so in the shelter compared to dogs that did not aggress during the shelter’s behaviour evaluation. Interestingly, there was no difference between the attitudes of owners of dogs that displayed food aggression and those that did not when asked about the likelihood of adopting the same dog again given this behaviour.

Inclusion criteria and small sample sizes of these studies indicate the need for further research to draw robust conclusions; but the studies, nevertheless, highlight why the validation of shelter behavioural assessments is necessary if they are to be used efficaciously in reducing relinquishment of shelter dogs.

Learning about the temperament and behaviour of a dog outside of the shelter may be influential in determining how well the dog will fit into an owner’s lifestyle. Normando et al (2006) assessed the influence of a Temporary Adoption Program (TAP), trial adoptions, and traditional adoption on return rates at an Italian shelter. The TAP consisted of matching members of the public with shelter dogs that they could take on walks and bring home for the day. Trial adoptions consisted of allowing interested people to take their prospective dog home prior to finalising the adoption process. While dogs were not randomly assigned to treatment groups because of behavioural, health, and age concerns, the results do suggest that the TAP dogs that were adopted by their volunteers and dogs that were trial adopted were returned less frequently than traditionally adopted dogs. Similarly, Braun (2011) reported anecdotal data that 20% of sponsors adopted the shelter dogs for which they cared.

More recently, Mohan-Gibbons et al (2014) examined an adoption programme implemented at two US shelters, in which foster homes provided daily care for the dogs and were responsible for placing them in their adoptive homes. The authors found that return rates were lower for these dogs compared to dogs adopted at the shelter. Over 20% of owners that acquired their dogs through the adoption programme reported that information received from the foster home was helpful in their decision-making, compared to only 3% of adopters who interacted with shelter staff. Prospective owners of programme dogs deliberated longer than adopters of regular shelter dogs when making their adoption decisions. This extra time, coupled with information from the foster home and opportunities to interact with the dog outside of the shelter environment, may have contributed to the higher adoption success.

Animal welfare implications

For those in animal welfare, one pressing issue essential in the development of successful adoption interventions is improving our understanding of adopter behaviour beyond self-reported data. At this time, the question of which behaviours of potential adopters at the shelter are associated with successful adoption remain largely unanswered. If an individual is interested in adopting when they arrive at the shelter, they are more likely to adopt a dog during that visit (Protopopova et al 2014). Wells and Hepper (2001) showed that people who came in groups spent less time observing the dogs. Research also suggests that dogs respond differently to the gender of shelter visitors (Lore & Eisenberg 1986; Wells & Hepper 1999). It may therefore be valuable to explore such variables as socioeconomic status, age, and prior experiences with dogs during potential adopter interactions.

Furthermore, the impact of kennel cards upon adoption remains largely unknown. While Luescher and Medlock (2009) found that using coloured cards had no effect on adoption rates, growing evidence suggests that some aspects of the kennel card, such as the breed label, may be influential. For example, the label ‘pit bull’ has been associated with increased length of stay and reduced attractiveness (Gunter et al 2016). A recent marketing campaign in Costa Rica to improve the desirability of mixed-breed dogs by creating unique ‘breed’ names, i.e. Shaggy Shepherd Dachspaniel, purports to have successfully increased the flow of people into shelters, but this approach remains unstudied (Bekoff 2013). Therefore, it may be interesting to see how information provided about the dogs, such as details regarding their behaviour, may affect adopter perceptions and acquisition behaviour.

The effect of the shelter environment on adopter behaviour remains to be evaluated. While the presence of toys and other items in the kennel has been demonstrated to influence adopters (Wells & Hepper 1992, 2000b), object, sensory, and social enrichment may indirectly alter adoption rates by changing the dogs’ behaviours. However, previous data are
not entirely clear, and more research needs to be conducted. Behavioural training both inside and outside the kennel continues to be a promising area of research in improving adoption rates more directly. While the behaviour of the dogs is important to adopters when viewing dogs in-kennel, it is especially important once the dog is taken out of the kennel for further inspection (Weiss et al. 2012; Protopopova et al. 2014; Protopopova & Wynne 2014).

Although previous research has identified owner risk factors associated with the surrender of owned dogs and failed adoption of shelter dogs, there are no validated interventions that have systematically altered the number of dogs arriving at shelters. While some responsible owner initiatives, puppy training, and novel adoption programmes have found success, their impacts need further evaluation and replication. An added complication in this domain is that it is logistically difficult to accurately study returns at individual study sites as not all owners return dogs to the shelter from which they were acquired. Furthermore, return rates may not be the best measure of adoption success as adopters may not maintain ownership of their dog but utilise options, other than shelter relinquishment, for re-homing. New technologies, such as smartphone applications and GPS tracking devices, may soon provide ways to track the location of dogs without having to rely exclusively on owner reporting. The movement of feral cats, for example, has already been investigated with these technologies (Recco et al. 2010).

While it is generally accepted that there is a temporal component related to the likelihood of adopter return (Shore 2005; Diesel et al. 2008), what is less understood is the interaction between length of ownership and the type of return. Such evidence may be helpful in informing what kind of information is provided to adopters throughout their owner-dog relationship. Considering that a majority of new owners in Shore (2005) observed the behaviour problem that led to return soon after adoption and the top reasons for adopter return included pet and child incompatibility, we may find that certain temperament issues of the dog drive immediate returns and relinquishments that occur later in the owner-dog relationship are driven by issues unrelated to the dog. If this is indeed the case, interventions designed to increase ownership success may begin before the adoption takes place by encouraging introductions for families that have children and/or other pets to avoid preventable conflicts with resident household members. Once the dog is successfully living in the home, services that support the owner may play a bigger role in continued adoption success.

To this end, it may be possible to reduce the overall numbers of dogs in shelters through more engagement with dog owners and the community outside the animal shelter. Carlisle-Frank et al. (2005) found that fewer than half of the rental properties in the ten surveyed cities in the US allowed owners to have pets (with some restrictions) and fewer than 10% allowed pets without any limitations on type, size, or breed. Owners of large dogs and those with multiple dogs faced significant housing challenges. The authors found that over 40% of landlords surveyed prohibited pets because of insurance issues. With the reduced number of rental units available to dog owners, it may be advantageous for animal welfare agencies to engage with property owners within their cities to advocate for more pet-friendly accommodations to reduce housing-related relinquishment. Safety net programmes, such as subsidised spay/neuter and medical services, as explored by Dolan et al. (2015) shows promise in positively affecting owner retention. Lastly, shelter programmes that offer temporary housing for owned animals, as suggested by participants in Weiss et al. (2014), is a relatively unexplored area of intervention research that may provide transitional relief to dog owners, preventing the need to relinquish the animal, which ultimately may be less costly to the animal shelter than taking it into its care and re-homing it.

**Conclusion**

Throughout this review, we included the locations of various studies in order to draw attention to potential regional differences in the human-companion animal relationship and allow implications to be drawn in the adoption and relinquishment of dogs living in shelters. Undoubtedly, cultural differences likely result in some variance in how people acquire and surrender their dogs. Interestingly, some phenomena described in previous sections seem to be cross-regional. For example, people consistently pay attention to the breed, age, and size of dogs when adopting from a shelter. These variables seem to be important for adopters from the US, UK, Italy, Czech Republic, and Australia (see Brown et al. 2013). Another example of cultural similarity may be seen in the findings that adopters both in the US (Protopopova & Wynne 2016) and in Northern Ireland (Wells & Hepper 2001) only stopped in front of approximately one-third of the kennels when looking to adopt a dog and spent about 1 min or less observing or interacting with those dogs. These similarities in findings across countries allow for more confident generalisations about human behaviour when adopting a dog.

However, many other findings described in this review were not consistent across different world regions, thereby making generalisations difficult. For example, Protopopova et al. (2014) found that barking in the kennel did not increase the dogs’ length of stay at a Florida shelter. However, Wells and Hepper (1992) found that study participants in Northern Ireland preferred dogs that did not bark in their kennels (when pictured in photographs). It is possible that this difference in perception of behaviour as problematic or not is due to cultural differences of the human populations rather than different study methodologies. Another example of a potential cultural effect is evident in the percentage of adopted dogs returned to the shelters; Australian adopters return dogs half as often as adopters in the US, UK, and Italy (Posage et al. 1998; Marston et al. 2004; Mondelli et al. 2004; Diesel et al. 2008). Furthermore, most studies are conducted in only one region and never replicated, making generalisations impossible. By replicating research across several countries and regions, we can begin to better understand the cultural effects on companion animal adoption and relinquishment, which may lead to more targeted interventions that are met with greater success.
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